
tubes System creative tubes 20mm

Flexible
Creative-Tube combines the fabric-covered sheath with two metal filaments, allowing 
the conduit to maintain its shape when bent. It adapts to suit your needs.

Custom
Create a beautiful and functional bespoke visible system that takes into account 
your daily needs and the style of your rooms.

Creative and safe
You have the freedom to exhibit your electrical system.
Create a wall design that is a functional light source without sacrificing safety; the 
system adheres to the highest standards.

The Tubes system eliminates the need for ugly plastic 
electrical conduits or rigid metal pipework.

Create your own personalized, 
visible wiring installation.

Creative-Tubes is the system that combines the beauty of the 
fabric covering with the practicality of
a true surface wall system.

NG20RM04

COLOR: RAYON BLACK

NG20RM27

COLOR: RAYON CIPRIA

NG20RF15

COLOR: RAYON NEON ORANGE

NG20RT41

COLOR: RAYON BLACK/WHITE 3D

NG20RM01

COLOR: RAYON WHITE

NG20RN01

COLOR: NEUTRAL NATURAL LINEN

NG16RN06

COLOR: RAYON JUTE

NG20RN02

COLOR: GREY NATURAL LINEN

NG20RZ24

COLOR: RAYON BLACK/GOLD

NG20RM09

COLOR: RAYON RED

Specifications:

Classification No: 3321
Crushing Resistance: >750N on 5cm at 20°C
Shock Resistance: (-15°C) after applying 2 kg mass hammer
Internal material complies with CEI-EN 61386-1 + EN 61386-22 Classification 3321.

Operating Temperature: -5°C to +60°C
Resistance to flame propagation: self-extinguishing VO
Dielectric strength: <2000V A 50Hz
Insulation resistance: >100 mega ohm
Diameter: 20mm

10 mm

20 mm

MADE IN ITALY



wiring devices

creative-tubes accessories

Create many designs and find the answer to your functional needs with our range of 
Junction Boxes for Creative Tubes. Plugs and switches in different standards, both 
available on single and double boxes.

Discover all the amazing possibilities offered by Creative-Tubes and take the time to 
discover the accessories that best serve your creativity.

Cable clips make the installation of Creative-Tubes systems simple and comfortable.
They are perfect for creating unique visible installations.

Metal terminals are basic accessories for connecting Creative-Tubes to junction boxes and 
metal clads, for charming installations on any wall.

CLIPS

TERMINALS

CTBOX CTBOX-1SW CTBOX-2SW

CTBOX-FRA CTBOX-GER

CTBOX-UKDER3-1 DER4-1

CTBOX-2FRA CTBOX-2GERCTBOX-2UK

TERM6ZIFOR CEILING ROSE

Thread: M10x1
Creative-Tubes: 20mm

FOR JUNCTION BOX

Thread: M20x1
Creative-Tubes: 20mm

TERM3ZI

CTCLIPBI CLIPD20CTCLIPNE


